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Author’s response to reviews:

1. Consent to participate – clarify if written or verbal in your “ethical approval and consent to participate” section, please confirm whether informed consent, obtained from all patients, was written or verbal and clearly state this in your manuscript. If verbal, please state the reason and whether the ethics committee approved this. Please ensure this statement matches any statement regarding consent currently in the Methods section of your manuscript.

We have confirmed the obtain of informed consent with “The written informed consent was signed by all patients.” in “Patient selection” in “Methods” section.

2. Author initials in the “Authors’ contributions” section of the Declarations, please ensure initials match their provided names in the author list for this manuscript, in the correct order. For instance, an author named John Steven Doe, their initials should be represented as JSD in the “Authors’ contributions”; an author named Jane Ann Doe should be referred to as JAD.

JGH designed the study protocol, analyzed data and wrote the main manuscript, XSZ, JY and DYZ collecting data, DPQ, XX and YYZ did the statistical analysis, YL was a guarantor of integrity of the entire study. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.
3. Role of Funders: Please note the role(s) of the funding body (bodies) in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript, which should be declared in the Funding section.

This work was supported by Science and Technology Planning Project of Guangdong Province of China (Grant No. 2016A020215023) in the study design and data collection, and Science and Technology Planning Project of Guangdong Province of China (Grant No. 2017B090904027) in data analysis and manuscript written.

4. Figure 7: Please ensure Figure 7's caption is also added to the Figure Legend section

I’m sorry we have made a mistake by stating two Figure 5s, the second Figure 5 was revised to Figure 6, and the previous Figure 6 was revised to Figure 7.

5. Remove supplementary file
Please remove the supplementary files “Enago-Certificate.pdf” from the manuscript, as these files are not required to be attached to the manuscript at this stage of the editorial process.

It was already removed.

6. Formatting
In order to be in line with the submission guidelines for BMC Nephrology research articles (found in detail here: https://bmcnephrol.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/preparing-your-manuscript/research-article), please make the following formatting changes:
-Please rename the section titled Materials and Methods to Methods
-Please add in the heading "Declarations" above the Declarations section

"Materials and Methods" was revised to "Methods" and Declarations was already added.

7. Clean manuscript: At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

The clean manuscript was uploaded.